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ALEX
BRAMWELL
IS A
COCKSUCKER
SunGod always makes me think about the kind of pathetic
fuckwads that make their mission in life to make sure people
don’t have fun. Some of it, I think, is egotistical. For
example, Alex Bramwell, the fucker who is responsible for the
cocksuckery that is SunGod this year, has said, “Why would I
let things go on outside of RIMAC? That would take away from
the festival I worked so hard to plan!” Oh, I don’t know you
piece of shit, maybe because it’s not your festival? Seriously,
who the fuck even remembers Michelle Branch? Drake? You
mean wheelchair Jimmy from Degrassi High? There should be
some sort of council of not-assholes that convenes whenever
they pick the person that’s supposed to be in this position.
That council should look through the candidates iTunes
playlist and make sure he doesn’t have the musical taste of
a piece of tofu. If you don’t remember SunGod circa 2008,
or were still fingering your girlfriend in the bathroom during
a basketball game in whatever shithole norcal town you’re
from, it actually used to be about students. It wasn’t some
shitty approximation of what Coachella would be if it were
only one day long and organized by mouth-breathing Jesusloving retards. Alex Bramwell’s favorite act is Reliant K, a
christian band. Thrice is also a Christian band. Seriously,
let’s keep sweet holy zombie-jew Jebus praises out of
my SunGod and I’ll stop going to your church and jizzing
everywhere. Offering plate sticky? My jizz. Pages of the bible
stuck together? My jizz. Holy water a little murky? My jizz.
Communion wafers taste a little extra-salty? My jizz. I even
jizz all over the seats. Think about that when you’re rubbing
on the seat feverishly during that sermon, you might get a
baby Kris out it instead of a baby Jebus
Also, feel free to lick things. My semen, after years of LSD
abuse, is mildly hallucinogenic. Seriously ask around. I mean,
the only other explanation is that I’ve been sticking 1/4 pills
of E in girls asses when I fuck them. If you’re reading this,
and you’ve slept with me, consider how eery this is: I’ve
probably stuck my finger in your ass during sex, and you’ve
probably thought, “Man, I sure am experiencing euphoria
after he came in me.” I’m telling you, it’s hallucinogenic.
Why would I waste an E pill on you?
Love,
Kris Gregorian
Editor-in-Chief
The Motherfucking Koala
Ed note: This majority of this issue was edited by Kris
before he died. We found this ed box written on one of the
computers. See the Personals page (pg. 11) for a tribute to
him.

Odds are you can’t beat our caption, but if
you can, email editor@thekoala.org.

“Who tied my shoes and how the fuck am I
going to get this mask off?”

Staff Box
In Loving Memory
Kris John Gregorian
Sleeps With A Lock Of His Hair
Wesside, Ricky Ricardo, Way Down Lo
Misses His Scent
Timbo, Mr. Rogers, The Goose, Ron Artessa, ,A Suka, David the Carpenter, Frankie Nine Inch, Jackson Hole, SamSkillz, SDSU Koala
Remember When He Was Afraid To Say “Nigger”
Davey G, Stevie Why, B-Rad, the L-Word, MamaPimp,
Sours, Milk, E-Dogg, Jer, T-Bone, Barton, Marcus,
Paula K., Eugene, Dirty, Moximo, Aaron
The Girl Who Stabbed Him (she’s black!)
Nicholle Pierro
The Koala has never stopped meeting Fridays at 4:20pm, in the Media
Lounge (above Soft Reserves).

Since our monthly trip to LA for whale sashimi was cancelled due to the unfortunate closing of Santa Monica Sushi, we were forced to capture
a baby seal from the harbor and filet the thing up ourselves. Those bastards don’t pack nearly as much meat as you’d think and theres like a
dozen of us so we had to turn to our favorite appetite suppressant, the Mexican Ice. Once we were flying higher than the space station, one
of the other senators was all like “Hey, we got all this blubber from the seal and whats the point of point of partying if we’re not going to play?”
We loaded the bloody fat into a kiddie pool and started a nude Greco-Roman wrestling tournament. Having quite a bit of experience with this
activity, especially with a head full of meth, I made it to the final round. I had one of the other senators pinned down in the goo and was about
to pulverize his man hole for the win when, out of nowhere, Buck Angel showed up. Without dropping his cigar, he ripped his leather chaps off
and shoved his oversized mangina into my face. I was about to dive in to lay on an epic bro-cunnalingus session when his magical, tranny labia
began quivering and spoke the words: “This publication may have been funded in part or in whole by funds allocated by the ASUCSD. However,
the views expressed in this publication are solely those of The Koala, its principal members and the authors of the content of this publication.
While the publisher of this publication is a registered student organization at UC San Diego, the content, opinions, statements
and views expressed in this or any other publication published and/or distributed by The Koala are not endorsed by and do
not represent the views, opinions, policies, or positions of the ASUCSD, GSAUCSD, UC San Diego, the University of California and the Regents or their officers, employees, or agents. The publisher of this publication bears and assumes the
full responsibility and liability for the content of this publication.” Then he pulled the plug out of my ass and beat me
senseless with it while I screamed like a yorkie getting gang-fucked by PKE.

Top Five Lists
Top 5 Reasons Your TA
Can’t Speak English

Top 5 Signs You Have
Brain Damage
1. The Voz seems like an unbiased assessment
and the MQ is hilarious.
2. Smotheing deosnt feel rgiht... but yuore stlli
albe to raed tihs.
3. People are always nice to you and even
when you fuck up they tell you your soo
smart... actually I think that makes you a girl
with D-cups.
4. I hve a mose namd algrnon, I gt hem flowrs.
5. These dudes Wernicke and Broca keep
asking you to read and write shit. What gives?
I just sustained a little damage to my TAN
TAN TAN TAN TAN.

Top 10 Ways To Make Fun
of White People
1. Request that they dunk this basketball.
2. If they live in San Francisco, always call it
“Frisco.”
3. Let them mispronounce or overpronounce
anything in any language that isn’t American.
4. Call them on that homeopathy bullshit
5. Invite them to a yoga lesson, then kidnap
them once they get out of their Prius and beat
them to death with a picture of Dane Cook
6. Remark on their tube sock/birkenstock
combo.
7. This would be a lot easier if we included
albinos.
8. Comment on higher rate of suicide despite
numerous societal and economical advantages.
9. Ask them why their 401 K is now a 101 K.
10. Enslave them.

Top 5 Ways To Boycott
Arizona
1. Find a local peyote dealer.
2. Keep sand, heat, and death out of your diet.
3. Cancel plans to summer in Pima.
4. Continue not drinking AriZona Iced Tea,
which is made in Lake Success, NY.
5. Continue to not attend online classes at
University of Phoenix.

Top 5 signs that BSU
VP Fnann Keflezighi is
Swedish
1. She has the same name as the guy that
works on your Volvo.
2. She annually sends 61% of her net income
to the IRS for no apparent reason.
3. Has an 8-piece entertainment set named
after her.
4. Former bongo player for Dethklok.
5. She translated that Basshunter song for her
Ethnic Studies honors thesis.

1. Because they got here using Prof.
Dominguez’ iPhone app
2. That was one of two questions missing from
the job application and the other was “do you
reproduce asexually?”
3. He is fluent in “fail.”
4. GSA tours conducted in Matlab, C++, and
Java.
5. It’s actually English, you just haven’t learned
to speak the lost, esoteric language of
Communications Thesis.

Top 5 Rejected Keynote
Speakers For Hate-Free
Week
1. The Cleveland Indians and the Atlanta
Braves, lets see if we can’t bring them
together against their common enemy the
white ma... sox.
2. Mrs. Butterworh n’ Aunt Jemimah, If you
got to the wrong cafeteria you’ll get straight
flap jacked.
3. Mahmoud “Kegstand” Ahmadinejad
4. Anyone from BSU
5. Kris Gregorian

Top 5 Safety Hazard at
the Koala Water Slide

Top 5 REAL Reasons The
Polish President Died

1. High levels of nipple exposure.
2. Gives Revelle fat chicks way too much
potential energy.
3. Imminent crashing of Polish diplomatic
aircraft.
4. Koala staffer offering to break your other
nine fingers if you snitch..
5. African-American students have a
predisposition for interpreting every emotion
as pain.

1. His private jet fighter, polish force 0, ran out
of polish jet fuel (mentos and soda).
2. He was trying out a top secret polish
invention, thats right, they have lead parachute
technology.
3. There was a sign that said “do not open the
window” so he opened the door.
4. A secret agent applied polish remover to
the hull.
5. Flight Altimeter controls set to mirror
Polish currency value in USD.

Top 5 Reasons Armenians
Were Sad on Armenian
Genocide Day
1. BMW lease is up.
2. Only enough Ed Hardy cologne to cover
half of chest hair.
3.You’re actually Turkish and remembered
there’s still some left.
4. Totally got one upped by the jews
5. Realized you forgot, bro.

Top 5 Signs You Shouldn’t
Trust Your Therapist
1.You see him wiping off a giant pink dildo as
you emerge from your hypnotic trance
2. His lobby has a sign displaying the number
of days since a patient last committed suicide.
3. He refuses to stand up and prove that he’s
wearing pants behind that desk.
4. All his Rorschach blots look like the
impression of a human penis covered in ink..
5. He only makes money if your problems go
unfixed.

Top 5 Reasons AS Picked
Thrice For Sungod
1. Really popular with the student body, I
mean, they’ve got “rice” right there in the
name!
2. AS being the efficient group of people they
are just got into your music from 5 years ago.
3. They’ve got to be better than Michelle
Branch, right?
4. They’re all actually evangelical Christians.
Sungod ‘10, Passion of the Thrice!
5. Honestly, we cou;ldn’t even thing of 5 fake
reasons.

Top 5 Ways To Get Your
Doctor To Kill You
1. Just come in healthy., they’ll take care of the
rest.
2. Look him in the eyes instead of turning your
head when coughing..
3. Ask for the “free” healthcare plan.
4. Tell them that you’re a lawyer and you have
rights...and intend to fight for them!
5. Stick your finger in HIS ass.

Top 5 Ways DARE Kept Me
Off Weed
1. Reminding me IT’S ILLEGAL
2. Passing out free cigars and vodka in my 6th
grade class
3. Sneaking 20g PCP into my orange juice and
telling me i’m on marijuana
4. Showing me pictures of a marijuana leaf
shooting my dog
5. Beating the shit out of me in a dark room
shouting, “KEEP OFF THE FUCKING GRASS!”
Or was that the Parks Department...

Submit your shitty
lists to us on our
website at
http://thekoala.org/
lists.html
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Do you feel real pain? Or do you feel fake pain, but you tell your
friends that it’s real pain so that you can gain credibilit y in your
gang?
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Have you forgotten the last time had a reason to wake up in the morning?
Does chugging Darin-O sound better than chugging a beer? Pissed your
university won’t forfeit millions of research dollars even after you built an
“Apartheid Wall”. If this sounds like you or if you recently realized that this

year’s Sun God headliner played “Wheelchair Jimmy” in Degrassi then Koalarall
might be right for you!
Talking to your doctors about Koalarall is easy . Let them know
I hung around
for seventeen years
too long. Thanks to
Koalarall, I finally
got the gumption to
eat that lead asprin.

-HUNTER S. THOMPSON

that you’ve tried everything else. If
you can’t remember what else
you’ve tried when asked by your


doctor, its because one of the
symptoms of your condition

is short-term memory loss. Patient conﬁdentiality is your
best friend when attempting to bamboozle your physician. Be
reluctant but receptive to Koalarall
Medical examiners are keen to notice

I never took that shit. I was just
jerking off.

-DAVID CARRADINE

shiftiness of the eyes and random

scratching while in the exam room as these are signs you may already be a
ﬁending, HIV-ridden addict. Did you know prescribing Koalarall has been
clinically proven to reduce frivolous, but expensive law suits? Mention this
I ate Koalarall once before
I went kayaking. Best day on
the water EVER.

-DAN ZEMBROWSKI

interesting fact to your

Koalarall and You:

doctor. If all else fails, you
might have to show them

Reasons You Still Haven’t Killed Yourself:

Your Fleeting Hopes and Dreams:

your recommendation from Dr. Benjamin Franklin.Save questions about
freebasing, the LD50, and street prices for Google or the guy that cleans
your dad’s pool.

Drug Facts
Active ingredients
Angel Dust
Southern Comfort
The missing vowels from Fnann Keﬂezighi’s name
L-Dopa
Side effects may include: Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, Face AIDS, Loss of memory and inhibitions when combined with the slightest
amount of alcohol, Sterility in rampantly expanding minorities, Insuppressible sexual desire and homicidal rage, In very rare, but serious
circumstances the Kraken may be summoned.
 Bring accompanying venn diagram to illustrate how Koalarall is the only hope for your sorry ass.
 But not limited to
 The FDA has mandated that this be listed as just a side effect
 Not necessarily in that order

Communique From
The Barrio

My next iPhone app will
teach you pinche gringos the
actual meaning of the holidays you
celebrate by drinking your faces
off.
Professor Dominguez
Ph.D, Pissing Off White People

Two Swingin’ Gents!
Hosted be Weslington Fieldsworth and Kristov Gregorivich III
I-House: An International Affair
K.G.- Fieldsworth, my dear counterpart, shall we recall the tale of a
half-fortnight ago’s revelry?
W.F.- What a time we had at the House of Internationals!
K.G.- Pray tell, in what fashion did you arrive?
W.F.- I dare say that I was already three sheets
to the wind by the time I arrived at the
festivities.
K.G.- Were you accompanied by any
of the fairer sex?
W.F.- Most certainly my friend! I
must say that I was quite laden down
by damsels, some of them still mere
acquaintances!
K.G.- Scandalous Fieldsworth! I must
say that I was . None too chaste mind
thee!
W.F.- Did you proceed in “cutting up
the rug” as the youth say these days?
K.G.- Rapscallion! As a proper
gentleman, I refrained. Although, I
observed one muddled lass gyrate
her posterior from afar, as if she
were a whirlwind!
W.F.- You sly fox Gregorivich!
What precipitated from the
exchange?
K.G.- I was none-too-quick to act on the
matter. I simply disembarked from my
velocipede as it continued on his path, giving
the appearance of an apparition in the saddle,
by which she was surely smitten.
W.F.- Verily!

FILLER
Tired of pouring Popov into Grey Goose
bottles?
Why not try the real thing?

SPIRITS OF
ST.GERMAIN
Treat yourself. We have a large
selection of local and import craft
beers, fine wines, spirits, mixers, and
champagnes.
We also carry a fine selection of
cigars.
College can be classy too.

(858) 455-1414
3251 HOLIDAY CT STE 101
LA JOLLA, CA 92037

The Motherfuckin
Your Guide

In the spirit of equality, we inter
of students: AS, The MQ, and of cours

PartyING

The insanity that
the Koala puts
itself through via
aggressive drug
and alcohol abuse
is second only to the insanity
of us surviving all of these fucking years. Seriously, 2
MQ staffers have died to acts of God, but not a single
fucking Koala in 28 years? We blast off into galactic
high-ness and don’t look down.

Sungod says...75% of students involved in “Aquintance
Rape” had been drinking. So unless you think you have
a greater than 25% chance of getting laid consentually,
better start drinking. If you think you may have come in
to contact with alcohol, contact your RA/Res. Dean, who
will only rape you with probation and community service.

Acts to See
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getting Laid
Sungod says...
This is a perfect
time to start that
realtionship you’ve
always wanted!
Thankfully, you
won’t actually have
to interact with your
significant other:
The blaring, terrible
music will certainly
stifle any conversation.
Oh, worried about
afterwards? It’s postmidterm pre-finals season!
Uh-oh, here comes summer!
Don’t worry, she’ll be back to
fucking her ex-boyfriend in no
time!

probably wondering why the “Acts To See” box is chillin’
re in “Gettin’ Laid” land. You see, we’re the only fucking act
worth watching. You know when you’re like, “OMG LET’S GO
T MICHELLE BRANCH!@!?one” and you go and you find out
s she stopped being hot, but she plays COUNTRY? We’re
ng that time. Just pray it’s not on your bed.

Well, you see, the thing is our entire staff is
comprised of females... who also happen to be
virgins. Sungod is pretty much the only day that
you can bet dollars to donuts the washing machines
are free. I have two words for you: Spin Cycle.

day after
Imagine for a moment, you have an enormous cock
that glistens in the moonlight, covered in slobber.
Now imagine that there’s a little, teeny tiny hand
wrapped around that cock. Is it a child’s hand? You
hardly think about it, because, well fuck! It sure
makes your cock look huge!
This is pretty much what happens to us the day
after Sungod. No, we don’t mean literally, we
do our Preuss school prowling on the fucking
weekdays. Saturday is like fucking Christmas. We
get to demonstrate that not only do more people
read our paper, we’re also better at drinking, have
majors that don’t involve us constructing anything
out of fucking construction paper, AND we’re better
at softball. In short, we get to decimate what little
pride your official newspaper, the Tardian, has left
in itself on the field of battle, otherwise known as
Sloshball.
We play the Tardian in an annual game on this
glorious day where they typically drink so few beers
that they have to interview us just to know what it
tasted like. Have you ever seen someone throw a
no-hitter in a self-pitch game? We have.
Let’s be honest though, the most you’re going to
hope for the day after Sungod is a good ‘ol walk of
shame and no burning when you pee. Don’t worry,
the stains will wash out, but the shame? Well,
that’s forever.

Wow, the next day...shit, the way things have
been going we really didn’t expect to survive this
long. After watching Final Destination, we had
already started writing our wills. Fuck, is that a
thunderstorm? Gotta go hide in the closet! Damn,
just when we finally came out.

Tell the UC fat-cats:

DIVEST FROM OSCAR
MEYER NOW!
Since no one in Israel actually
cares what we think, we need
to DIVEST from these warmongers! They have built a wall
of delicious bacon injustice! If
my bologne does in fact have a
first name, Oscar-Meyer: TEAR
DOWN THIS WALL!

This pork-apartheid
must stop! This hogon-a-gillah cannot
continue! Put down
your sustainable water
bottles and STAND UP
to this swine-ocracy
(which clearly only
effects side)!

Civil War, Round 2: We’re Getting It Right This Time
I was under the impression that the North lost the Civil War. This girl I was talking to, however, was quite convinced that the North in fact won the Civil War.
Turns out I’m not that up on my history, so I wasn’t sure enough to try to press the point with her, but I still think it makes more sense my way. Consider this. If
her postulate is true and the North did win the Civil War, then why, pray tell, is the South still part of our country? I thought the whole point of the Civil War is
that the South were a bunch of fucktards, so we burnt their pansy-ass country to the ground to prove what a bunch of pansies they were and to leave them so deep
in soot and ash that they couldn’t tell the whites from the blacks anymore. Is this not how it happened? Allow me to present some evidence from recent events.

Exhibit A: Mississippi

Itawamba County School District discovered a plot by a female student to bring a female date disguised as a dude to the prom. Dastardly! Upon learning that the
two girls were not down for a kinky four-way, the school decided to ban them from attending. Turns out that’s illegal, even in Mississippi. So, in what is vying for
shithead move of the year, the school then cancels the whole fucking prom. The girl turns to the Mississippi ACLU who gets put in charge of processing donations
for a private prom. An atheist group then makes a $20,000 donation to the cause. Keep in mind, this is for an event for about hundred kids in the middle of bumfuck
Mississippi. How much can it possibly cost to rent the VFW for a night and put up some balloons and streamers? Anyway, the Mississippi ACLU rejects the
donation, saying that they don’t want to associate with atheists. You read that correctly. In other words, in the process of ﬁghting for the rights of a widely despised
minority group, the Mississippi ACLU decided to shit on the heads of another widely despised minority group that was trying to help. The Mississippi ACLUthen had
the stones to invite the atheist group to re-donate the $20,000 anonymously. I believe the ofﬁcial response from the atheist group was, “We only regret that evolution
gave us but two middle ﬁngers each to raise to you.” Is this seriously happening here in America in 2010?

Exhibit B: Texas

Mesquite School District has been sending 4-year-old Taylor Pugh out of his pre-kindergarten class and into the library for “selfdirected” learning because his parents have refused to cut his hair, citing the district-wide dress code that “prepares students for a
business-orientated society where appropriate dress is critical.” Orientated. My friend the Queen of England informs me this is
a technically correct usage, although it’s clear that only Texas is large enough to hold douchebags of that magnitude. Let’s peel
back the many layers of idiocy on this onion. First of all, you don’t punish the kid for something that is up to his parents. Take the
proceeds from selling off his lunch to take a bus to a barber? He’s fucking four. In case no one has informed you, Texas, public
education isn’t a fucking carrot for manipulating children into grooming themselves as you see ﬁt. “And if you wear a green
shirt that matches your lovely green eyes tomorrow, we’ll teach you about the letters p, q, and r.” Second, orientated. That needed
to be said again. Third, what does it say about their ability to prepare students for the business world that long hair at age four is
considered the make-or-break moment? Here’s a hint, Texas. You’ve got 14 more years to work on this problem. Unless your
system is a total clusterfuck (which is not outside the realm of possibilities), maybe this lesson would be more age-appropriate at
some later date. And fourth, orientated. I can’t stress this enough. Orientated.

Exhibit C: Georgia

Not to be left out, the State of Georgia has decided that it is Priority Numero Uno to make it a misdemeanor to forcibly implant
someone with a microchip, because that is a sign of the Apocalypse. First off, at this point, is there anybody still trying to fend
off the Apocalypse? For Christians, it means they are taken away to Heaven, and for the rest of us, it means the Christians are
taken away to Heaven. Where can I sign this petition twice? Second, okay, so someone holds you down, forcibly implants a
microchip into your body, for personal gain, to bring on the Apocalypse, and just out of plain old meanness. This is only a fucking
misdemeanor?! You’re bringing down the end of the universe at the hands of the Four Horsemen and it’s not even a strike? If
we were worried about black people forcibly implanting microchips into white women, this would be a Class 2 felony.

Party Reviews
1 star: The Angry Lesbians at Porter’s
2 stars: The second coming of Thrice.
3 stars: B.O.B entertains drunk sluts. Whoop-de-doo.
4 stars: Drake gets shot on stage and is confined to a
wheelchair for the rest of his life.

5 stars: Michelle Branch
Drinko De Mayo

GSA Sock-Hop
Nothing better embraces life as a Ph.D candidate quite like packing into a ballroom with
all the dudes on one side and the girls on
the other, both teams much too awkward
to intermingle, kind of like that semi-formal
back in junior high. This interpretation of the
shitty homecoming dance, however, featured
an open bar, a wine stewardess and enough
kegs of Stone to not bother counting. DVC
oonze-oonzed the joint and eventually inhibitions gave way to inebriation. The vibe of
the place shifted gears and swarms of Asians,
white kids, and non-specific suburban muttraced people began attempting to dance. I
took refuge under a banquet table and was
chowing two slices of the cold pizza that
was displayed above when I noticed a gang
of Koalas sneaking in. I made my way across
the room and scooped a manhattan with too
much vermouth from the bar. The shady drink
did not sit well on top of the three glasses of
cabernet, half a bottle of sake and the pint of
Papov that I had consumed earlier. I turned
around to catch some air and was confronted
with the sight of fifty people that have been
locked in Geisel for the last three quarters
mid-pelvic gyration. I broke into cold sweats
and made it to the bathroom stall and almost
to the shitter but the editor in queef was
already puking there so I blew chow all over
the paper ass gasket dispenser. I rallied back
and tackled some guy that I thought was the
Koala managing editor but he turned out to
be a Down Syndrome patient. Back with the
crew, I played flip cup till I blacked out. I think
i went to some birthday party at I-house and
had to hide from the cops in the shower.

Cinco de Mayo, motherfuckers. What an absolutely beautiful holiday. What better way to
commemorate the Mexicans defaulting on a
loan to the French than drinking yourself into
a coma? Well, my Wednesday started out like
most others in the sense that I was addled out
of my mind on at least three different psychoactive substances by 6 PM (+0.5 stars for a
good midweek blood chemistry). A few of my
Koala Kohorts and I were celebrating the day
with a considerable amount of stolen tequila
and homegrown grass. The chemical haze
descended upon me just as our Patron Saint
of Cocaine arrived. My wits rebounded after
our little skiing trip and we returned to the
Republican House to find about one hundred
and thirty beersa and two handles of tequila,
one of which was shaped like a gun (+2 star
for those fucking republicans). I immediately
began to slug down shots with several of the
various sorority sluts who accompanied the
College Democrats who showed up to find
out again that my inebriated misanthropy is
not well received by the average drunken
whore (-0.5 Greek Star of Derp). Our little
slice of heaven quickly turned my frown
upside down by having me test out a little orange pill she had. One quick little insufflation
later, I felt as if a W53 Nuclear Device had just
gone off in my nasal cavities. I asked what was
in the pill and she nonchalantly replied, “Well,
mainly meth, but a little bit of MDMA”. At this
point, I was too busy looking at all the pretty
colors and sniffling to really give a fuck about
anything, let alone what was in the free drugs
I just snorted (+1 star for science). As soon as
a pipe made the rotation and I remembered
where my nose was, I shot up and resumed
drinking combatively with my editor. That was
the last conscious thought that crossed my
mind. All I know after that was that I woke up
at home wearing a respirator and my socks.
Partying with the Koala never disappoints,
even on meth.

Bike Shoppe Digit
Severence Package
So I was chilling in the Koala office, catching
up on a bit of bullshit reading, when I heard
what sounded like some freshman douchebag faking an orgasm. After about biz ums/
ahs I wondered what the fuck was going on. I
looked outside to find this asian kid rolling on
the ground and bleeding all over the place. By
the time I got down there, some other dude
had the bony stump wrapped up in gauze, so I
asked what needed to be done and the bleeding kid demanded that I look for the rest of
his finger. I checked the rear cog of his Cannondale and found the wayward appendage,
severed cleanly at the knuckle, perched regally
on one of the gear teeth. There were several
girls around that wanted to help but couldn’t
handle the situation so I sent one to get some
ice and another to get some gloves. The paramedics complimented me on my packaging
of the separated digit. You owe me a finger,
buddy.

Ed. Note: Half a star for half a finger.

Art Party Part Deux
“I’m going to fucking kill you,” said the
douchebag. I was rolling a joint in some
random room in Hillcrest and apparently
it was his bed that I was sitting on. Earlier,
I had been getting shloshed at Home Plate
with another Koala when my editor texted
me directions to this rando’s house party. I
railed an Addie and slammed an A7X CD into
the slutwagon and let The Reverend guide my
way. I left my car running in the shrubs across
the street and long jumped over a gang of
potheads on the porch and crashed up into
the precise sort of deprevity that gets Koalas
out of bed at the crack of noon. A pong ball
was thrust into my hand and I sent a long
shot into blackout land. I came to in the back
yard next to a pile of vomit that I assume was
mine. Some girl brought me a glass of water
and I asked her if she wanted to get stoned
so we went into the back bedroom. I told
the douchebag to go ahead and try. Fucking
Hillcrest pussies.

Party Reviews

Coachella Not-SoChiller
You know, from the minute I got to this party,
some little fucking brown kid was eyefucking
me. He would like, slyly follow me around
and eyefuck me from afar. It was really awkward. This party actually had all the making of
an epic party. There was really not a whole
lot going on that night, and eventually word
spread amongst the various groups of partiers
I know that this cool guy Elliot was throwing
a rager at his place. We got there a little late
and we had heard they were out of booze, so
we brought a 30-rack and a bag of Franzia. As

I walked through the party, it became really
clear that I knew pretty much everyone at this
party. Seriously, at least 6 different groups of
friends that I know were all there. Even the
fucking Tardian was there.

Elliot:You seem like a cool guy, and judging
from your party we probably have a billion
friends in common. Too bad your roommate
is a douchebag.

Anyway, turns out that little brown fuck
doesn’t like the Koala (unlike everyone else
at the party), and he told his friend who lives
there that he should ask me to leave. As
much as you might think we’re giant assholes,
I actually have a lot of respect for people who
throw parties, especially when it’s not for a
club or frat. They’re trying to make UCSD fun
and it’s their fucking house. He asked really
politely and said he really didn’t want to start
a fight or something stupid like that, so I tried
being cool with him. He then proceeded to
tell me For one, that I’m a coward because I
wouldn’t say nigger in public. I’m pretty sure
I say nigger in public 5 times a day. Far more
hilariously he then warned me that TWO OF
HIS BLACK FRIENDS FROM BERKELEY ARE
COMING.

-1 stars

Wait, so I should assume that they’re going
to kick my ass? That’s what black people do
right? There are no black engineers, stupid!
They’re black, you should be afraid! And
you’re calling ME a fucking racist?

DON’T HAVE ANY
BLACK FRIENDS THAT
GO TO UC BERKELEY?
IS YOUR NAME ELLIOTT
AND YOU DON’T LIVE
WITH THAT ASSHOLE
ANYMORE?
COME TO A KOALA
MEETING
FRIDAYS AT 4:20
WE LIKE TO BE 10
MINUTES EARLY

In Big Bear with

W

e had made
it to San
Clemente by
the time that my kidneys regained
function. A cranky Armenian liquor
store owner on the outskirts of town
wouldn’t let me into the bathroom unless I agreed to buy
a bottle of Gentleman Jack at a slightly inﬂated price.
Normally I would have told him where to put his bourbon
and sent a Molotov cocktail in his front door on my way
out but I’ve twice been arrested for incidents surrounding
public urination so I took the deal.
Earlier that day, I had taken a call from Johnny V.
stating that the car was at some UCI house in Newport
and wouldn't start. Who was this guy and why should
I give a shit about his car? More importantly, what the
hell was I doing up in Orange County on
a Sunday with a bloody mary buzz going
when I live in San Diego?
I had been in that Orange County
house many times before and I knew the
people there who told me that I had rolled
up the night before in a derelict Korean
SUV with a bunch of raging UCSD
people. After getting drunk at dinner, we
had popped some mollies and moved the
crew up to Newport. Allegedly, I had
accidentally gotten a ride back rather than
staying with the car.
I called in a favor from an old ﬁshing
buddy and as I rode through Laguna, the
events of the previous day began to ﬁlter
in.
I recall waking up that morning,
face-planted under an air hockey table. I
got word that the third time the cops had showed up the
night before, they had delivered an eviction notice that
was to be ofﬁcial at ﬁve that afternoon. The Koala in me

Board Club

remained calm but the Jew in me became suspect of a
shoulder to shoulder guzzling booze, getting stoned, and
conspiracy.
fucking in ways that would make Larry Flint blush.
I pounded a shit ton of ﬂat beer and chowed on a
Around ten or so a healthy posse of local cops
bowl of fruit loops while I assessed the situation. The
showed up in force. We sent some hot sluts to deal
whole thing was kicked off by several hundred of UC's
with the po’s and corralled roughly 95 drunks into the
ﬁnest fuck-ups descending
second ﬂoor billiards room. The
upon Big Bear Mountain for
ofﬁcial report suggested that there
a three-day freak fest that was
was a noise complaint regarding some
now cut short buy an overchanting Australians in the hot tub but
zealous law enforcement.
rumors began to surface about a public
Desperation and panic
streaking event. I popped a molly roll
were in full force when
and snuck out the side door to go crash
a text arrived from my
the UCLA house with Johnny V.
Orange County constituent,
I vaguely recall some dude passing
requesting an amount of
through UCLA's downstairs lounge
drugs and females to fuel a
with the pale, blank stare of someone
rager at somebody's parents'
about to blow chow. We pointed him
This is too depraved for words.
multimillion-dollar
toward the back door and seconds after
McMansion on Monarch Beach. But what
he left, our conversation was interrupted by the ominous
the fuck happened the night before?
crash of shattering french door. Homeboy returned with
My driver dropped me at the UCI house. glass shards embedded in one forearm and a thorough
This Johnny V. fool instructed me to check
coating of vomit on the other.
my mobile telephone, as I had apparently
Eventually UCLA grew tired of us consuming their
taken notes on our shenanigans of Friday
liquor and making lewd gestures at their women so
night [see inset]. Bits of memory started
they invited us to continue getting fucked up elsewhere.
falling from the dark fog of inebriation like
When we got back to our house, Johnny V. threw down
ashes at Auschwitz as I began to make sense for a kegstand but the drunks holding his legs sucked at
of the madness.
life and dropped him into the entertainment center. At
We had gotten there around eight.
some point, a random UCR bro tripped over a pile of
Kegs of Red Trolley appeared from around
luggage and punched a hole in the wall with his head.
every corner and three people offered me
I’m assuming that I passed out roughly around the time
drugs before I even had the chance to get
that the eviction notice was posted.
a drink. Roughly two and a half minutes
The bottom line of the whole thing was that the
after getting there, Ian and some French
broken car was only out of gas so we celebrated by power
guy went charging by on a naked lap after
drinking in UCI's living room while they were at work.
being owned at beer die. Without warning,
One twenty-rack of banquet beer down, we headed back
the scene switched from zero to inebriation and except
to SD. The bottle of Jack was kicked by the time we got
for localized circles containing participants of various
to campus and I passed out under the fake ﬁchus in the
drinking games, half naked people were packed in
Koala ofﬁce. Rock-n-roll.

Koala Personals
so i realized, UCSD is fooreaaall. so now i stay
strapped, and i recommentd ya’ll niggas stay
strapped too
but not you cheap jews...fuck the jews go back
to israel
you try to scum me for my drugs anyways..
damn kikes

Our Jewish cabal had decided to just throw all
of you Koala stoners into a volcano once we
had appropriated world power.
However, we have revised our decision: now,
your testicles will be cut off, we’ll dress you
in jester suits, give you hallucinogens and have
you perform for our amusement. When we
take over the world, be happy knowing that
you have escaped the fate that will befall most
dimwits.
Enjoy your genitalia...you won’t have it by the
end of 2012.
Sincerely,
Haim (soon to be arch-leader of North and
Central America)
P.S. Next meeting is on 34.4.07al||. Somebody
bring KOSHER bagels this time.
the only way i know how to start this
personal is by saying FUCK YOU UCSD and
FUCK YOU UCSD HOUSING
all a nigga is trying to do, is take some
muthafuckin medication to cure a niggas
insomnia at 8 am before biology. but i cant
fucking blaze up in camp snoopy cuz of the
cockless chinks and furry pussies that would
snitch on my blunt smoking nigger ass in a
second.
so its 7 55 am, and a nigga is trying to wake
up for biology. whip out some yola, u kno..that
fine san diego chowder...cut up a few lines
for my nigger roommmate and myself (go len
bias!!) and next thing u know, my LOCKED
door is being opened by some mexican help
maintenance working trying to fix my broken
ladder????? nigga WTF! i didnt even kno my
ladder was broken. my nigger ass would just
hop down from the top bunk and land in my
Jordans so i can practice for the NBA every
morning.
so as a result my 8 ball of snow is immediately
thrown into the trash to avoid being caught by
the pinto bean mutherfucker who has a key
to my fucking door and doesnt respect my
RIGHT TO PRIVACY. i think thats a bill, and im
not talking about the benjamins i snort coke
with.
SHIT. FUCK UCSD. a nigga cant light trees, a
nigga cant blow powder, a nigga cant even be a
NIGGA without a a mexican fuckin things up
as usual

Sometimes in class there’s that kid that
is so goddamn annoying you just want to
roundhouse kick him in the face, then run him
over with a steamroller. Eric, you dipshit, this
is you. Shut the fuck up, go the fuck, home,
and learn some fucking yoga so you can learn
how stay quiet for twenty seven seconds by
sucking your own dick. Do me and the rest
of the Linguistics class a favor by cumming
in your mouth, choking on it, and dying.You
fucking annoying fuck.
To S:
I find it sad... no ,I take it back... pathetic... that
you lied about having 2 other people living
with you and telling us that you guys needed
2 more when you had no one to live with in
the beginning. No wonder you kept on calling
my friend and i to live with you “3” so many
fucking times. Maybe if you stop being such an
uppity religious fat fuck up of a Korean you
would have more friends.
p.s. I do not think the Lord (if one such entity
existed) would approve of you pinching your
tiny Korean(redundant?) dick to animated
porno but then again, I never read the Bible.
Do you think so?
p.p.s On another note, your girlfriend?
Well, lets just say she doesn’t believe in no
premarital sex. She definitely enjoys activities
on her knees beside praying. Get it? No? How
‘bout...I fucked her.You got that?

Dear chick with the dreads,
Thank you for giving me something to
fantasize about every time I come into
the library. My chick wasn’t down for a
threesome, unfortunately. But seriously, you
made me forget what “morals” means.
-The guy you seemed okay with staring at you
every day.

Best “Fuck You”
I don’t know what decent person would
support this group, but you people are
unbelievably disgusting and inhuman for
thinking this is ok. How the hell did you even
get a UCSD domain? You are all heartless. Did
your parents drop you on your fucking heads
as infants? Did you have bad childhoods? Or
are your parents redneck assholes that didn’t
teach you about the importance of race and
culture.You fucking uneducated heartless cock
suckers. Go fuck yourselves. I hope you all die
painfully.
Ed note: Is it weird that this just gave
us boners? None of us have ever “died
painfully” but I heard the MQ has
dabbled in that. Also, interesting that
someone who apparently knows about
“culture and race” calls us, “cock
sucksers” pejoratively.

THIS ISSUE IS DEDICATED
TO THE MEMORY OF KRIS
JOHN GREGORIAN

To Asian deli guy at Revelle: I would greatly
appreciate it if you didn’t cuss so much when
making wraps.

Best “Fuck Me”
To scene girl who works at Goody’s:You’re
insanely hot. Stop wrapping those burritos and
wrap your legs around my waist. I’ll fuck your
brains out twice before you can say “Welcome
to Goody’s!”
P.S. I love your snake bites.
Yes, girls sweat too and I highly doubt your
disgusting mouth would ever get anywhere
near a girl’s “sweaty vagina” let alone a clean
one. You’re probably too busy laughing your
black ass off at this personal, too stupid to
realize it’s about you. For the record, I can’t
believe they’re admitting more idiots like you
into this school.

1984-2010
Last week, on a visit to Compton,
he was mugged and stabbed by the
very people he had so vehemently
defended.
You will never be forgotten.
Goodnight, sweet prince.

Our tribute Ryan Kloos, the SECOND Muir Quarterly
staff member to die in the last two years.
Coming out in theatres this summer: Kill Kloos 2: God is Not Laughing

Prologue

Last year,Daniel Zembrowski, former ex-editor of the MQ and ocean kayak enthusiast was taken from this world by an angry, wrathful God.
This year, Ryan Kloos, an MQ columnist and swim team member died tragically in the Haitian earthquake, becoming perhaps the only white person
to die in an earthquake since the 1994 Northridge quake. So why all these MQ deaths? Simple. God hates the MQ for mocking his most perfect
creation; The Pokemons. By poorly satirizing and bastardizing these majestic and holy beasts, they have brought down the wrath of the heavens upon
themselves. God said unto Noah “Go forth and bring me two of each Pokemon. You’ve gotta catch ‘em all!” as they were the chosen monsters,
leaving Digimon to perish in the Great Flood.
Now the Creator will smite those who offend the Nation of Kanto. With swift and stylish retribution, God hunts the blasphemists. “Those of
you MQers lucky enough to have your lives, take them with you. However, leave the columnists you’ve lost. They belong to me now. Except you,
Nicole, you stay right where you are!”

If you’re wondering why this issue has more spelling mistakes, but
also way more trippy colors, it’s because of these guys.
Seriously, they‘re the reason why we’ll never pass a piss test.

